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Bathrooms are becoming less showy 
and more focused on user experience. 
The emphasis for bathroom design 
this year and going forward will be 
comfort, personal preference, and 
private indulgence. This forecast is 
from the 2016 National Kitchen and 
Bath Association (NKBA) Design 
Trends Survey with input from 450 
designers. If you are planning a 
bathroom remodeling project, this 
report can help give you confidence 
as you make your design choices.
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top bathroom trends

828.292.0615                                                   Vision for Better Living                                                  visiondesignbuildremodel.com

Better Living

Introducing Homecrest Cabinetry

Vision Design Build Remodel
3425 Amick Road
Lenoir, NC 28645

We are excited to 
announce that Vision 
Design Build Remodel 
has become an exclusive 
dealer for beautiful 
Homecrest Cabinetry, a 
subsidiary of MasterBrand 
Cabinets, Inc.  We are able 
to provide so much more 
to our clients than ever 
before with this cabinet 
line, which gives us a 
more diversified portfolio. 

Homecrest Cabinetry is a semi-custom modular line that is very 
flexible and offers many options. There are a lot more parts, 
configurations, moldings, wood species and finishes, so you can 
have a custom cabinet look for a semi-custom cabinet price. You 
can choose from different levels—from simple bathroom cabinets 
to designer-inspired kitchen cabinets. We will have a better idea 
of the lead time for your cabinetry and therefore make changes 
more efficiently. Typically, custom cabinetry has a lead time of eight 
weeks, whereas the lead time for this modular cabinet line is from 
ten days to three weeks! 

Another advantage of Homecrest Cabinetry is that new styles and 
finishes are added to their line every year, so you can choose from 
the latest trends for your home (see Top Bathroom Trends photo 
above). In 2016 Homecrest Cabinetry put on a fresh new face with 

its new opaque paints and glazes. As 
blue hues continue their march into 
2016, new Cadet opaque is right in step. It is neutral with a modern, 
casual look than can stand alone or fit into an existing color scheme. 
And as gray shades become softer and grow from warmer to cooler, 
Aloe offers an on-trend gray-green opaque option. Also joining 
the lineup are two new glazes including Husk, a light neutral gray 
brown, and Rye, a versatile medium brown, expanding the range of 
stylish glaze options. 

With Homecrest Cabinetry we bring you cabinets that are superb 
quality, up-to-the-minute stylish, easy to obtain, cost competitive 
and delivered quickly. Contact Vision Design Build Remodel at 
828.292.0615 to learn more. 

Kitchens • Baths • Additions • Basements • Whole House Remodels

Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .ai Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .ai

(Clockwise from Left) Warner Door Style 
in Alpine Husk, Cadet, Alpine Rye and 
Aloe Finishes

Office/Den Featuring Lawry Maple in Aloe Rye Finish
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(continued from page 1)

1. Greater acceptance of aging-in-place amenities: zero-threshold 
showers, grab bars, higher vanity heights, chair-height toilets.

2. Transitional is pulling away from contemporary. Transitional is 
the most popular style.

3. Neutral colors rule in the bath. White is most popular fixture 
color. Whites and grays are most popular overall color schemes.

4. More open shelving and floating vanities.

5. More built-in storage functionality: more roll-out shelves in bath 
cabinetry, more “hidden” electrical outlets for blow dryers, etc.

6. Undermount sinks are by far the most popular style. Emerging: 
15 percent of the designers specified trough sinks, which may 
increase.

7. When tubs are installed in master bathrooms, they are most 
likely to be freestanding.

8. Increasing use of shower amenities such as lights, built-in seats 
and benches, and hand showers in addition to the mounted 
showerhead.

9. Polished chrome is the most popular faucet finish.

10. Other amenities specified by at least twenty-five percent of 
NKBA members in 2015: 

a. Easy maintenance features
b. Electric radiant floor heating
c. Master bathrooms with coffee bars, microwaves, and wet bars
d. TV in mirrors
e. Quiet or soft-close toilet seats
f. Steam showers

Gray color schemes for the bathroom are gaining ground—
currently equal in popularity with white and off-white. Beiges and 
bones are the third favorite bathroom color, while 30 percent of 
the designers reported spicing it up with colors of blue, green and 
brown. The top faucet finish is polished chrome, but satin nickel and 
brushed nickel are still very well liked. Bronze/oil-rubbed bronze 
appears to be on the decline. About 34 percent of the designers 
reported using thermostatic shower valves in guest or second 
bathrooms. Pressure balance valves are also in favor, with 23 percent 
expecting to install more of them in 2016.

Large zero-threshold showers currently take precedence over 
bathtubs, but the bathtub is not becoming obsolete. While 67 
percent of the designers reported removing tubs and whirlpools 
from master bathrooms last year, an equal number reported 
adding a freestanding tub to the master bath. Chair height or 
comfort height toilets are the top choice, and one-piece designs are 
preferred by almost half of the designers. 

Wood is overwhelmingly the most popular material used for 
vanities, and floating vanities are favored over the console type. 
Quartz and granite continue to be the favorite picks for vanity top 
materials, although quartz is outpacing granite and 50 percent of 
the designers expect to do more with quartz this year. Linen storage 
and medicine cabinets are very desirable in the bathroom. Ceramic 
and porcelain tile are dominant for bathroom floors and show no 
signs of slowing down in 2016.

(continued from page 1)top bathroom trends
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New Product Introductions

One of the most spectacular spaces in the 2016 The New American 
Home (TNAH) is the VIP Suite on the upper level. TNAH is designed 
each year for the International Builders' Show as a showplace of 
ideas and inspiration for remodelers and builders. In this case, 
the VIP Suite was conceived as a guest suite for visiting friends or 
family members of any age. To make this suite easily accessible for 
everyone, it is conveniently reached either by a nearby elevator 
or stairway. The suite occupies the entire space on the top floor 
and has its own private balcony. This location offers by far the best 
views in the entire house. The floor-to-ceiling windows are shaded 
by large roof overhangs that block intense sunlight during the 
daytime. Windows higher on the wall give privacy, but provide lots 
of passive daylighting.

The VIP Suite has a modern, angular vibe that is softened by the 
whimsical curve of the bed frame and the natural organic feel of 

the cloth-covered furnishings and area rugs. The bedroom and 
bathroom both feature dramatic three dimensional wall graphics 
comprised of wood-look porcelain tile and sparkling glass tile. 

Built-ins flow seamlessly from the bedroom to the bathroom, 
making the suite feel like one big, open space. A convenient 
kitchenette provides everything guests need to prepare an 
early morning or late night snack: a sink, 2-drawer undercounter 
refrigerator, built-in coffee machine, and convection warming 
drawer. The long, lean horizontal fireplace with its gray stone 
surround creates a welcoming atmosphere, along with providing 
extra warmth on cool evenings.

The spa-like bathroom features a zero-threshold shower with a 
floor-to-ceiling frameless glass enclosure. The shower is outfitted 
with the Kohler DTV shower system—an advanced digital 

platform that wraps water, sound, light 
and steam together in a seamless and 
totally customizable system. The vanity 
countertops are two inches higher than the 
standard, making them more ergonomically 
comfortable to use. Tankless water heaters 
provide instant hot water on demand. 

Even though we may be used to having a round 
drain in the middle of our shower floor, this 
type of drain is definitely utilitarian rather than 
attractive. It totally interrupts whatever beautiful 
design we are trying to create with the floor tile.

The new WallDrain from QuickDrain USA 
eliminates any breaks in the smooth flow of tile 
in a shower floor. The system was engineered 
to sit flush along the wall, creating a sleek and 
unobtrusive look where the shower drain is 
nearly invisible, yet incredibly efficient. 

The innovative WallDrain features a stainless steel 
body with a sloped trough designed to remove 
all the water and debris from the trough after 
each use. It is ADA approved and easy to install. 
WallDrain won the Architizer A+ Popular Choice 
and Jury Award for its revolutionary design.

© 2016 RT Marketing inc. Articles represent opinion of authors. Although all is said to the best of our knowledge, we assume no liability for any of the contents. Reproduction not permitted without permission.

The Beauty 
of  What You 
Don't See

Ultimate 
Guest Suite
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Bathrooms are becoming less showy 
and more focused on user experience. 
The emphasis for bathroom design 
this year and going forward will be 
comfort, personal preference, and 
private indulgence. This forecast is 
from the 2016 National Kitchen and 
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Trends Survey with input from 450 
designers. If you are planning a 
bathroom remodeling project, this 
report can help give you confidence 
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Vision Design Build Remodel
3425 Amick Road
Lenoir, NC 28645

Better Livingvisiondesignbuildremodel.com
828.292.0615

Top Bathroom 
Trends

Homecrest 
Cabinetry

Ultimate Guest 
Suite

The Beauty of What 
You Don’t See

Addition for 
Outdoor Living

Vision for Better Living

Our clients have a sizable front yard where their three children 
love to play. Their existing 6’ x 20’ front porch was narrow and 
didn’t provide useable space for keeping an eye on the kids or for 
entertaining. They dreamed of creating an outdoor living space 
at the front of their home where the entire family could relax and 
hang out together with their friends. 

Using our Soft Plan architectural design software, we created a 
large 24’ x 24’ screened porch addition at the front of our clients’ 
home. This roomy porch offers plenty of space for a soft seating 
area as well as a dining table that seats six. Recessed lighting and 
ample power outlets support fun outdoor activities throughout the 
day and into the evening hours. The cathedral ceiling enhances the 
feeling of spaciousness, while providing enough height for a ceiling 
fan to produce air circulation on warm days. The screening system is 
from SCREENEZE, our screen system of choice. 

The addition also wraps around to the side of the house where it 
includes a section that is covered but without screen—to support 
a future hot tub. One step down is an open deck designed for 
grilling, and from there the stairway leads down to a future outdoor 
entertainment area with a fire pit. The decking and steps are 
made from pressure-treated wood finished with Sherwin-Williams 
SuperDeck wood stain. 

Everything was carefully designed to complement and coordinate 
with the existing structure. The vinyl siding on the new screened 
porch matches the original vinyl siding on the home. The front 

facing gable 
roof design 
of the porch, 
along with the 
upper half-
round window, 
reflects the 
design of the 
existing roof. A 
portion of the original porch still remains, with its handsome brick 
steps leading up to the front door. Since the vinyl railing on the 
original front porch was warped and twisted, we removed it. Then 
we installed dark stained wooden railing and posts throughout, 
tying the new and existing porches together as one. 

One of our challenges was the fact that building a brick foundation 
for the new screened porch to match the existing would have been 
cost prohibitive. Our practical and attractive solution was to place 
the new porch on a wood floor system using posts and piers. The 
lattice screens the original brick foundation from view.

It is always the goal of Vision Design Build Remodel to create a new 
addition that integrates so seamlessly with the existing building 
that it is difficult to tell where the original ends and the new begins. 
We are excited that this project so beautifully reflects our having 
reached that goal.

Our clients’ response to the Guild Quality survey after their project 
was completed: “Vision Design Build Remodel was top notch from 
the beginning. Cody and his staff were unbelievable communicators 
and went above and beyond to make sure the job went smoothly. Any 
changes that we asked for during the building process were handled 
and all work was performed above our expectation level. I would 
not choose any other group to do any future projects I have. I highly 
recommend Vision Design Build Remodel.”
— Stephen and Amy McMasters, Lenoir, NC

Visit visiondesignbuildremodel.com or call 828.292.0615 if you 
are longing for an outdoor living area that enhances the look of 
your home!
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Front Porch Addition for Outdoor Living

Scan to see more photos of this project, or visit 
Vision Design Build Remodel on Houzz.com




